
CS344: Project 2
A spatio-temporal social network

Changelog:

- 04/04/2022 - All demis have filled in technologies they are comfortable to work with on

the last page of the spec.

- 15/04/2022 - Added marks to DB for NoSQL and GraphDB

- 21/04/2022 - Added clarification to the `Make a post based on location` in the marking

rubric.

- 02/05/2022 - Added explanation for penalty for messy repo on page 2

- 04/05/2022 - Removed video from part of deliverables - only a written report is now

needed with the source code.

Summary

1. Group members: 5/6 per group

2. Due date: 16 May @ 23:59

3. Deliverables: A written report

4. Objective:

a. Implement a data model on a SQL-driven relational database or NoSQL/Graph

Database

b. Create a robust web API to serve a client-side application

c. Create client software in the form of a web or mobile application

Implementation

Description

You are required to create a web-based social network that is focused on users interacting with

one another on geo-tagged posts and/or messages. Users must be able to interact with one

another by creating and joining groups on which they make posts, and comment on these posts.

Text and video posts must be able to be made by the user. At least one of the aforementioned
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interactions must be geo-tagged but all must have timestamps. These groups are fully sovereign

i.e. groups run themselves. The user who creates the group is the group admin and they are the

only one who may edit and delete it.

It is a bonus functionality that an admin may give another user admin permission.

Direct messages are another bonus mark opportunity. These messages should be in real-time

which means that they will primarily be peer-to-peer and this can be achieved using frameworks

such as WebRTC. One may store posts and group messages server-side.

Posts from all groups will be centralized in a single feed. In order for users to find posts most

important to them, posts must have at least 3 categories. A user should be able to filter their feed

by location, time, category, user, and group. MySQL 5.7 has built-in GIS support but some

database technologies have useful extensions for this e.g. Spatialite, PostGIS. This should be

considered during planning.

To acquire the upper echelon of marks, students must implement this project using a handful

technologies and techniques that aren’t formally taught in this course. The teaching assistants will

be able to assist with learning a technology of a student’s choice within the limitations of the list

of what each assistant knows.

NB: There will be a 10% penalty if you have a messy GitLab Repo. Look at .gitignore files for
the languages/frameworks you are using and include these in your repo and make sure the

repo is clean before final hand in. If there are folders such as node_modules, .vscode, .idea or

anything of the sorts that should NOT be there this penalty will be incurred. As a general rule

of thumb, if it can be installed (think of node_modules), then it shouldn’t be included in the

repo. If you are using Python, there is also no need to push the entire virtual environment,

since it can be created from the requirements.txt. The only files/folders that should be in your

repo is the actual source code of the project, and any other scripts that might have been made

that helps with setting up the project.

A comprehensive list of what are considered core requirements and what are considered bonus

can be found under the heading “Marking Rubric”.

Choosing your tech stack

This project encourages students to challenge themselves and they will be rewarded with credit

appropriately. That being said, those who wish to confine themselves within the realms of what

they have already learnt can do so and pass the project comfortably. Keep in mind that your

group should choose their solution stack and delegate work such that each member plays into

their strengths.
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Requirements will be segregated per solution and a multiplier will be added for the marks

achieved in each solution i.e. if one made a mobile application but used Flask and SQLite, their

client-side solution mark will be multiplied by 1.5 but server-side and database marks will be

multiplied by 1. The following table illustrates how marks will be multiplied:

Solution Stack
Solution Challenge level Technology Multiplier

Client-side system Low Jinja templating or vanilla
HTML/CSS/JS.

1

High A web app framework such as Vue.js,
Angular, React, Laravel, ASP.NET, etc.

1.5

High A mobile app for Android/iOS using
their native studios or frameworks
such as Ionic, Flutter, Apache Cordova,
or Xamarin.

1.5

Server-side API Low The Python framework from Project 1:
Flask.

1

Medium Python frameworks such as Tornado or
Django or  something like Ruby which
is not much different to Python.

1.25

Medium JavaScript or TypeScript backend
using Node.js. Once can even use
Dart.

1.25

High JVM backend using something like
SpringBoot or C# based like .NET.

1.5

High Writing a backend with more
lower-level languages like Go, C, C++,
or D.

1.5

Database Low An embedded database such as
SQLite.

1

Medium Database engines such as MySQL,
MariaDB, MS SQL Server, PostgreSQL,
Yugabyte or OracleDB.

1.3
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High NoSQL Database such as MongoDB or
a Graph Database such as Neo4j or
TigerGraph

1.5

Writing the report

The report should be at least 10 pages in length (no more than 14 excl. diagrams) and have the

following sections:

● Introduction: Here you introduce the problem that your solution is solving. You should

also mention the super-cool name that you have given your social networking platform

and describe how users interact with one another.

● Overall Description:

○ Use case diagram: This diagram shows the various actors and how they make use

of the system.

○ Data Modelling: Here you show a high-level representation of your data model in

the form of an ERD.

○ Operating Environment: This described the solution stack and which

software/hardware your software will be deployed on.

● Solution: For each level of the stack (client, API, database), you should provide the

following:

○ A high-level description of the architecture, additional packages, and design

pattern used (MVC, MVVC, BLoC, service locator, factory design pattern, etc.). See

this resource for more detail. This is required for the client and the backend API

(not database).

○ The technology used and why it solves the problem efficiently - this can lean in

either direction of low development cost, or high performance and safety.

Motivate (1) why you chose to use it, and (2) how the stack is implemented.

● If you use a NoSQL/GraphDB see the Marking Rubric for an extra section that must be

included

Marking Rubric

Client-side Solution (33 marks)

● Login/Register functionality. (3)

● Compulsory user details:

○ Unique username (1)
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○ Email address (1)

○ Password (1)

○ User avatar (1)

● Remember Me functionality (2)

● Text posts (1)

● Video posts (3)

● View post feed on map or list (2)

● Sort post feed by

○ Time (1)

○ Location nearest (list) or limited radius (map) (2)

○ Post category (1)

○ User/Group (1)

● Edit profile details or delete account (2)

● Search for other users and add users as friends (2)

● Create and delete a group (2)

● Search and join groups (2)

● Make a post based on a location (auto-detected from IP/GPS or given by user) - note that

both auto-detection and user-provided location must be implemented (3)

● Comment on a post (2)

Back-end API (24 marks)

● Login/Register routes that access database to validate information (3)

● Successful authentication returns an auth token (e.g. JWT): (1)

○ Tokens are encrypted with a secret (only backend knows it) (1)

○ Tokens have an expiry (excl. Remember me tokens) (1)

● Routes for CRUD operations on:

○ Users (2)

○ Groups (2)

○ Posts (2)

○ Comments (2)

● Additional filter capabilities for routes on posts:

○ Given a location and a radius or quantity limit, return nearest posts (2)

○ Order and filter by time (1)

○ Order and filter by user or group (1)

○ Order and filter by user (1)

● Restrict API access (must have valid auth token). (3)

Examples:

○ Unauthorized users can only register or login
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○ I cannot edit the details of a user unless I send an update request

with that user’s auth token

● Sanitizes database queries (2)

Database Solution (12 marks)

● Normalized tables (ONLY IF YOU USE RDBMS):

○ 3NF (3)

○ BCNF (3)

● Hashed passwords (something like Blowfish, SHA512, etc.) (2)

● User avatars are not stored in the database itself (2)

● Videos are not stored in the database itself (2)

● NoSQL ONLY:

○ No unnecessary embedding (2)

○ No unnecessary referencing (2)

○ No unnecessary lookups/joins between documents (2)

● GraphDB ONLY:

○ Correct edge directions assigned between nodes (i.e do not use a two-way edge

to describe a relationship that should only exist in one direction) (2)

○ No unnecessary node types should be present (e.g if a relationship needs to exist

between two node types, they should be linked using an edge, not any

intermediary node) (2)

○ All information with respect to nodes and relationships should be stored in the

appropriate place. If there is some information that can be stored in the

relationship between two nodes, it should be. For example, if you would like to

store the date that Bob accepted Alice’s friend request, that should be stored in

the `friend` edge, and not in a node. (2)

Report (15-25 marks)

● Introduction (2)

● Overall Description

○ Use case diagram (3)

○ Data Modelling (3)

○ Operating Environment (2)

● Solution

○ A high-level description of design patterns for client and API (3)

○ The technology used with explanation of how it is implemented and

why it was chosen (2)
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● NoSQL/GraphDB ONLY

○ Describe how your design would have changed if you used a RDBMS instead of a

NoSQL/GraphDB (2)

○ Show how 2 queries would have changed if you used a RDBMS (4)

○ Describe the drawbacks and advantages of using a NoSQL/GraphDB over a

RDBMS (4)

Bonus Marks (15 marks)1

● Have different languages supported by your application. (1)

● Have a working email system that can:

○ verify your account registration with activation link and, (1)

○ recover a lost password. (1)

● Have desktop/mobile notifications whenever there is a personal message or post based

on notification preferences. (1)

● Deploy the application in the cloud. (1)

● Unit tests that run via a CI/CD system e.g. GitLab CI/CD. (1)

● User-to-user communication

○ Direct messaging (via server) (2)

○ Real-time direct messaging (e.g. WebRTC) (3)

● Limited offline functionality (could use embedded DB, or key-pair store) (2)

● Auth tokens can be instantly expired on logout (1)

● Assign group member admin permissions (1)

Examples of Mark boundaries

Marks with decimal values will be rounded up. The highest achievable mark is 140/125.

Client Solution (33) Back-end Solution (24) Database Solution (12) Report Bonus Mark

Low (33) Low (24) Low (12) 15 15 99/125

Low (33) Medium (30) Low (12) 15 15 105/125

Low (33) Medium (30) High (18) 25 15 121/125

High (49.5 -> 50) Medium (30) High (18) 25 15 138/125

High (49.5 -> 50) High (36) High (18) 25 15 144/125
->
140/125

1 This is a separate section and is unaffected by a multiplier
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Contributions

All members of the team will confidentially rate one another. The document to fill out will be made

available to you on either SUNLearn or the RW334 homepage. You rate all students in the group -

including yourself . In the meantime, here is a summary of the rating system:2

Peer Rating System
Rating Percentage Description

E 100.0 Consistently carried more than fair share of the load

V 87.5 Consistently did what supposed to do, very well prepared,
cooperative

S 75.0 Usually did what supposed to do, acceptably prepared &
cooperative

O 62.5 Often did what supposed to do, minimally prepared & cooperative

M 50.0 Sometimes failed to show up or complete assignments, rarely
prepared

D 37.5 Often failed to show up or complete assignments, rarely prepared

U 25.0 Consistently failed to show up or complete assignments,
unprepared

F 12.5 Practically no participation

N 0 No participation at all

The instructor reserves the right to disregard anomalous ratings.

2 If you do not hand in a rating or rate yourself, your rating will become as follows: You receive an N vote
and the rest of your team will receive an E vote.
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Resources

Class Assistants

The following table can let you know how much each class assistant can help you for each

technology or framework:

Legend

✔ Confident

✅ Partially confident

✓ Willing to dable

Technology Andrei Liné Lauren Gareth Julian Alex

Flask/Jinja ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Vue.js ✅ ✅ ✅ ✅ ✓ ✅

React ✔ ✔ ✔ ✅ ✅ ✅

Angular ✅ ✓ ✅ ✅ ✅

Flutter/Dart ✓ ✅ ✅ ✓ ✔

Ionic ✓ ✓

Tornado ✓ ✓

Django ✅ ✔ ✅ ✓ ✓

Ruby ✓ ✓ ✓

Node.js ✓ ✔ ✔ ✅ ✓ ✅

C#/.NET ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Java/SpringB
oot

✓ ✅ ✅ ✔ ✅
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SQLite ✓ ✓ ✅ ✔ ✓

MySQL ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✅

MariaDB ✔ ✓ ✔ ✔ ✅

MS SQL ✔ ✓ ✔ ✔ ✅

PostgreSQL ✔ ✅ ✔ ✅ ✔ ✅

MongoDB ✓ ✔ ✓ ✓ ✅

TigerGraph ✅ ✅ ✅ ✓ ✓ ✓

Neo4j ✅ ✅ ✅ ✓ ✓ ✔
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